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PREFACE 
A knowledge of the history and traditions of our state can add security 
and confidence to the lives of young people torn by today's harried, often 
frustrating, life. This bibliography, Iowa and some Iowans, was prepared 
through the cooperation of the executive board of the Iowa Association of 
School Librarians in the hope that the books and pamphlets listed will supple-
ment and enrich the somewhat elusive material available in school libraries. 
Compilation of the material and search for additional information was done 
by the Professional Relations Committee of the Iowa Association of School 
Librarians; Mrs. Judy Casey, Marshalltown; Mrs, Lucille wahrenbrock, South 
Hamilton at Jewell; Mrs. Colleen Campbell, Independence; Mrs. Charlotte 
Zickefoose, Chairman, Waterloo; and committee tyoist, Mrs. Dawn Miller, 
Waterloo. 
One of the first questions facing the committee was whether or not to 
include privately printed or out-of-print material. It was decided that 
while books may be out-of-print, they often reappear. Many are available 
in public libraries, established school .libraries, county superintendent's 
personal libraries, and family libraries. It would be well to publicize 
in the community the need in school libraries for Iowa material. As attics 
or basements are cleared such material could be given to the school. Hrs. 
Campbell suggests, "People who say there isn't any Iowa history are only 
saying, 'I haven 1 t looked~'" 
Included at the end of the listing are names of suppliers of out-of-
print material, information about special libraries with extensive collections 
of Iowana, and periodicals recommended for ?urchase by all secondary school 
libraries. 
County material has generally been omitted because of lack of balance 
unless such material had a direct bearing on the general history of the 
state. The l~sc is far from exhaustive; this, of course, would. be an impossi-
bility. It is the hope of the committee that the entries given will spark 
imaginations to suggest other sources of information and stimulate Iowa 
students to pride in their state, 

IOWA AND SOME IOWANS 
AUTHOR INDEX 
Adams, Ephraim; The Iowa Band. Congregational Publishing Society, 
1870. ---
277.3 
A history of the group of young men who established Denmark 
Academy which is now part of the public school system of Iowa. Gr 8-12 
F Aldrich, Bess Streeter, ~~Streeter Aldrich Reader. 
Appleton, 1950. 
Contains the folloWing works.: 
Novels--Lantern in Her Hand; White Bird Fl~ 
Short stories--Day of Reta'i"iati:Oi1'i' H'OW"Far ~It to Hollywood; 
Juno's Swans; Will the Romance be the Same; Welcome Home:Hai. Gr 8-12 
--- ---· --
F *Aldrich, Bess Streeter. ~ Lmtern in Her ~. A;JPleton, 192.8. 
T'ne story of· a pioneer woman who, as a bride, followed the 
covered-wagon trail to the Nebraska prairies and lived there 
the rest of her eighty years. A devoted wife and mother, 
Abbie Deal brought a large and unified family through poverty 
a.."Jd hardship. Denying herself that the children might have 
the advantages her talented youth had coveted, she went through 
life with courage, her lode-star, and love her guide, a song 
upon her lips and a lantern in her hand. Follm1ed by: .!!: ~ 
~ Flying. (available in paperback). Gr 8-12 
F *Aldrich, Bess Streeter, §£!:!& £f ~· Appleton, 1939. 
A story of pioneer Iowa during the years 1854 to 1865. When 
Wayne Lockwood took up his qu,~ter-section about a hundred 
miles west of Dubuque, he found his nearest neighbor to be 
Jeremiah Hartin, a sturdy pioneer with a family of seven hearty 
daughters and two sons. From that t~~e on Wayne's destinY was 
bound up with the Martins, Gr 7-12 
F *Aldrich, Bess Streeter. Spring Q!!£!!:. 2!l Forever, A?pleton, 1935. 
The story follows ~malia and Mathias Meier and their descendants, 
as spring follows spring, and wagon trails become highways--
md ends with Amalia's great grandson and Hathias' granddaughter, 
caught in the depression of 1933, starting life anew on Amalia's 
old homestead. "It is a book of clear characterizations, stir-
ring narrative, insight and savor. It is as. clean and refresh-
ing as a strong spring Wind." (New York Herald Tribune Book 
ReView). Gr 7-12 
F *Aldrich, Bess Streeter. ! ~ ~ Flying• APpleton, 1931. 
Sequel to: A Lantern in Her Hand, Pulled by literary ambitions 
in one direction and byaer-heart strings in another, young 
Laura Deal of Nebraska tries to ignore her liking for dependable 
Allan Rinemiller. This tale of the secorrl and third generations 
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of a pioneer family, while perhaps too deliberately patterned, 
gives careful attention to the setting and has a popular appeal 
through its sentiment, romance and hap,?y ending. (New York 
Libraries). Gr 8-12 
Anderson, Elaine Joy. Old World Iowans. Klipto, n.d. 
The author discusses-variOUS groups who immigrated to Iowa: 
Indians at Tama, Belgians, Dutch, Danes, Irish, Jews, Germans, 
Mormons, Puritans, Quakers, Scotch, and others. It studies 
their customs and the influence of foreign grandparents on 
traditions and ways of living today, Very good; strong on 
minority groups. Gr 7-12 
The Annals of Iowa: Volume ~--1863, Economy Advertising Co,, 
-1964. ---
An offset reprint co~emorating the centennial of the publica-
tion of its first historical quarterly in 1863 by the State 
Historical Society. This is a valuable reproduction of the 
first attempts to preserve the historical accomplishments of 
Iowa. Gr 8-12 
Ansley, Delight. ~ ~ ~ ~ Spirit; .§.~£f. ~ ~· 
Crow~ll, 1955, 
An extensive biography of John Brown, hero of Harper's Ferry 
raid which "begins with Brown's childhood and the parental 
influences that turned him into the dedicated yet stern and 
impractical man he was. Brown was a boy of the woods and one 
way or another remained a pioneer all his life, That he 
planned and lived with the idea of the raid years before its 
execution comes forth as the outstanding fact of the book." Gr 8-12 
Ashton, Charles. A Handbook of Iowa, Iowa Columbian Comm., 1893. 
The discovery,-settlement:-geographical location, topographical 
features, geology, climate, as well as the excellence of the 
intellectual and social and moral life of Iowa are represented 
in this concise handbook. Gr 8=12 
Allrner, Clarence R. History of Township Government 1!l12!!!• 
Iowa State Hist. Soc., 1914. 
This book aims to discover the sources of the laws under which 
the township in Iowa was organized, to sketch the scope and 
character of township administration, and to indicate some of 
the conceptions concerning the functions of the township that 
appear to have prevailed in Iowa. Gr 8-12 
Aurner, Clarence R. Iowa Stories, Clio Press, 1923, 3 vols. 
This series covers-iittle discussed topics, such as: Iowa 
without a name, the beginnings of railroads, schools and 
newspapers, money in 1857. Easy reading. Accurate illustra-
tions of people and tools. Gr 4-8 
*Bailey, Bernadine. Picture ~ of~· Illus. by Kurt Wiese, 
Albert Whitman, 1952. 
Colorful illustrations, Elementary, Gr J-6 
B 
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Bailey, Joseph Connor, Sea~~~an !• KnapP, Schoolmaster 2£. American 
Agriculture, Columbia University Press, 1945. Gr 9-12 
977.737 Baldwiii, Clarence W, Crossroads 211 2 Cedar; ! story 2£ .:!:,!!2 
cities. Pioneer Advertising Co., 19~(pa~~~phlet). 
B 
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Black and white illustrations from early 1naps and diagrams 
of state highway commission. Waterloo and Cedar Falls •. Gr 9-12 
*Beckhard, Arthur J. Black Hawk. Messner, 1957. 
An autobiography or-the-reader of the Sauk and Fox Indians 
during the Black Hawk War. Interesting for intermediate 
grades and junior high. Gr 6 up 
*Benet, Stephen Vincent. ~ Brown's ~· Farrar and Rinehart, 
1928, 
A long narrative poem of great energy and sweep, which swings 
into view the whole course of the Civil War, throwing into 
relief against the war-torn background indiVidual figures 
of both North and South, soldiers and ciVilians. Gr 6 up 
Bentlage, Mary Kay. !:fZ ~Was ~· Elcposition Press, 196,5. 
Reminiscences of rural Iowa at the turn of the century. Gr 8-12 
Bergmann, Leola Nelson. ~ Negro ~ ~· Iowa State Hist. Soc, 
(Studies in Iowa History), 
A monograph originally printed in 1948 with an editorial 
addendum twenty years after by William J. Petersen, Gr 8-12 
*Bogue, Allan G, !!:£!!!Prairie ~£em~; farming 2!.1 ~Illinois 
~ ~ orairies in the nineteenth century. University of 
Chicago Press, 1963. 
Contains maps, diagrams, tables and a bibliography. Gr 9-12 
*Bowersox, Fred C. Iowa Government. By Fred C, Bowersox and 
Jack T. Johnson:--Klipto, 194.5. 
Gives good information in simplified vocabulary. Contains 
material on the establishment of welfare progr~ns. Gr 6 up 
Boyts, Harry J. Genius .2!! ~ .E£!!!,; experiences of 100 farmers 
.2£. ~ past 1QQ years, Graphic Publishing Co., 1961, Gr 8-12 
Briggs, John Ely. Iowa--Old and New. 
Co,, 1939. - ---
The University Publishing 
A textbook used in the teaching of Iowa history containing 
the following units: Iowa in the making, explorations, traders 
and soldiers, the Indians, the settlement of Iowa, life among 
the pioneers, beginnings of Iowa government, Iowa in war, 
transportation, agriculture, industries, schools and churches, Gr 4- up 
928 Brigham, Johnson, ed, ! ~ 2£ ~Authors, !2l· Iowa Authors. 
Iowa State Teachers Association, 1930, 
This book lists Iowans who were prominent as writers and the 
contributions they made to the field of writing. Gr 8-12 
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Brigham, Johnson. The Governor of Iovra; a sketch of Albert ~ 
Cummins. RevieWof Reviews Co., 19067' 
A biographical sketch of Im·Ia1 s only governor elected three 
times, (until the exception of our immediate past Governor 
Harold Hughes), Gr 8-12 
Brigham, Johnson, ed. History .2£ ~ Moines ~ ~ County, ~· 
2 vols, s. J. Clarke, 1911, 
This work speaks of Father narquette and J.oliet as the first 
white rnen that set foot on the shores of the Des Moines River. 
Information is also related on such men as Governor Kirkwood 
and Jefferson Scott Polk, the latter being one of the promoters 
and founders of the railway system of Des ~!oines, The State 
House fire of 1904, which all but destroyed the Capitol Building, 
is also related. Gr 3-12 
Brigham, Johnson. Iowa: lli History !ill£ lli Foremost Citizens. 
S. J. Clarke, 1918, 3 vols. 
The development of the history of Iowa, and the presentation 
of biographies of prominent Iowans who are a part of its history 
are presented in this two volume work, Very useful for the 
advanced reader, Gr 9-12 
Brigham, Johnson. James Harlan. Iowa State Hist, Soc., 1913, 
The U. S, senat~ career of James Harlan from 1855 to 1865 
is presented to show how successful he was in advocating 
measures that would benefit the people of Iowa. For this 
biography Johnson Brigham was given free access to James 
Harlan's personal memoirs, letters and papers. This was made 
possible by Robert Lincoln, the only surviving son of President 
Lincoln, and of his wife, ~lary Harlan Lincoln, the daughter of 
James Harlan. Gr 9-12 
Brigham, Johnson. ! Library in ~ Making; pioneer history £! ~ 
territorial and ~ library, Des l1oines, 1913. 
Privately printed, this is a reprint from the Annals of ~. 
October, 1912, and January, 1913, It traces the development 
of the state library in Iowa. Gr 9-12 
Brigham, Johnson, Local Tradition. Iowa State Hist. Soc., 1903, 
This pamphlet is-c0ncerned with community spirit, the spirit 
which compels the representatives of government to carry out 
the wishes of the people, Gr 9-12 
Brigham, Johnson, ed, 
1918. 
Prairie Gold; ~ anthology, Torch Press, 
This work contains selections from ~Titers who were 
in reDresenting Iowa and the !1idwest in literature, 
prominent 
Gr 8-12 
Brigham, Johnson. The Sinclairs of ~·Fort ~ Moines. Torch 
Press, 1927. 
This novel is based on the historical founding 
of Fort Des Moines by civilian camp followers. 
of the village 
Gr 9-12 
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Brindley, John E. Histoo; £! ~ Legislatio_!l ~ Iowa. Iowa 
State Hist. Soc,, 1912. 
The text of: this work deals w:i. th road legislation, local 
governing podies,' the_ history of road building in Iowa, 
and lists the re.foi"lll/3 needed in Iowa's tax structure in the 
early 1900 1 s. Used by driver's training in some schools. Gr 10-12 
*Brown, Don Doyle.-- I_owa--the Land Across the River. Wall~ce, 1963. 
This Iowa histoeyb9o~ ha'S'b'een designed 'fOr"'Bchool use; it 
is an entertaining text as well as being factual. Study 
aids, re:t'erence'sources, and filllls are listed for teacher 
and student use, -- It -discusses the arrival of the white man, 
the settler's colonies, Iowa personalities, tragedies and 
crimes, and the legends of Iowa. Poor binding. Gr 4 up 
*Brown, Dori Doyle. Tell' a Tale of Iowa. Wallace-Homestead, 1965. 
These tales areCOllecited'aiid presented knowing that in 
Iowa, from the smallest hamlet to the largest metropolis, 
many, many true stories are buried that tiould add luster 
and interest to the great and never-ending story of Iowa. Gr 4 up 
Brown, Harriet Connor. - Grarrlmother Brown's Hundred Years, 182?-
12£2• Blue Ribl)onBooks, 1929. 
This biography of a rema.rkable woman portrays the way of 
life ~n the American Midwest and_ has historical signifiaance 
for the reader. Contains first person accounts from diaries 
and journals. . Gr 8,.12 
Buxbaum, Katherine. ~ Outpost. Dorance, 1948. 
. This book is partly autobiographical and partly fictional. Gr 9-12 
>!Ca.rpenter, Allan. Between !:!!!?. Riv.ers; ~ year Ex year, !§!!:§.-
. 1940. Klipto, 1940. . . . 
Human interest stories al?out the building of Iowa and its 
people from .rivalries in the search for land to the tragedies 
that af:fected the developlllent o:f Iowa. This book is based 
on a chronological scheme of color:ful stories of real life. Gr 6-12 
*Ca.rpenter, Allan, Iowa. 
of Am.erica series). 
Children's Press, 1964. ·.(Enchantment 
Useful for elementary grades. Gr 3-6 
>~Carpenter, All.an. Iowa From Its Glorious Past to the Present. 
· Children's Press, 19blr:""" t!f"'ll.-7 . -- -
Chandler, George. Iowa and the Nation. Flanagon, 1935. 
Here is a basic)ctisciiSs'ionof Iowa goverl1llent as compared _ 
With national goverllll!snt. ·Attention is given to small 
po!itical divisions such as towns and townships. The subjects 
discussed are not the .usual popula.r titles. For advanced · 
students.' Gr 10-:12 
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Cheever, L. 0,, camp. Newspaper Collection 2£ the~ Historical 
Sooietj[ of~· Iowa State Hist. Soc., 19b97 
A bibliography of state newspapers available in bound volumes 
or on microfilm. Gr 9-12 
*Christensen, Thomas Peter, ~ Hawkeye ~; ~ history for ~ 
and school, Athens Press, 1956. 
~s history is a revision of the Story of~; ~Children's 
History; the title of which was changed to avoid confusion, 
This present revision has been very thorough, resulting in 
a completely new and different book. Very readable; useful 
in high school vlith slower students. Gr ~ u~ 
Christensen, Thomas Peter, ! History 2£ Danes ~ ~· Solvang, 
Calif., 1952. 
This book traces the Danes from Denmark to the United States, 
their "discovery" of Iowa, and the establishment of large 
settlements, Gr 9-12 
Christensen, Thomas Peter, 
Laurence Press, n,d. 
The~ Indians; ~~history, 
This book is a progress report of the Iowa Indians from pre-
historic times to the year 1939. It picks out notables and 
gives background information. It is an introduction to the 
Iowa Indians, their social organizations, meeting the whites, 
the Black Haw~ War, the selling of Iowa, and various other 
incidents. Gr 9-12 
Christensen, Thomas Peter. 
Holst, 1928, 
~ Story of ~; ! Children's History. 
This book surveys Iowa, from a brief geological introduction, 
through the nineteenth century, Early inhabitants and 
civilized men are presented, clearly but briefly, Political 
as well as social aspects are included. A good beginner's 
source. Gr 4 up 
Clark, Dan, Samuel Jordan Kirkwood. 
(Iowa Biographical series), 
Io>ra State Hist, Soc,, 1917. 
The "War Governor" of Iowa, 1860-1864, Governor Kirkwood 
earned his na~e an assured place on the honor roll of the 
state and the nation, as indicated in this biography, which 
is based on his own letters and papers and those of his con-
temporaries, Area 10 Community College has now been renamed 
in his ho01or. Gr 9-12 
Cole, Cyrenus, ! History of the People of ~· Torch Press, 1921. Gr 9-12 
Cole, Cyrenus, I Am a Man. Iowa State Hist, Soc, , 1938. 
The biography of the Indian Black Hawk. Written in a flowery, 
somewhat stilted style; however, it is extremely accurate. Gr 9-12 
977.7 
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Cole, Cyrenus. I Remember, I Remember; a book of recollections 
indexed, - - - -- -
These personal experiences of the author come from his life as 
an Iowa farm boy, newspaper reporter, editor and publisher, 
u.s. Congressman, His emphasis is primarily on the men and 
women he knew. Throughout the ninety-one chapters, the 
general overtone is political; however, together they present 
a background of the history of our state. Pella, Des Moines, 
and Washington, D. C. are given special attention. Gr 9-12 
Cole, Cyrenus. ~ Through ~ ~· 1940, 
Opening with the arrival of the French and tracing their 
explorations up the Mississippi and into Iowa, this volume 
covers all areas of Iowa's early years. Considerable atten-
tion is given to the Indian-white man relationships, The 
text closes with the tragedy-heroism of Senator Grimes, after 
telling Iowa's role in our national development and through 
the Civil vlar, Flowery style. Gr 9-12 
Cook, Thee. M, Beys ig ~· The Record-Republican, 1963. 
The history of Van Buren County during the Civil ~Tar. Gr 9-12 
Corey, Paul, Acres of Antaeus. Holt, 1946. 
Iowa during the depression years is the setting for this story 
of the hatred and despair that grew up among small farmers 
as mortgages were foreclosed and big business seized the land 
for an agricultural empire. Realistic, but pleasant reading; 
one of the few fiction books in this era. Gr 9-12 
Corey, Paul, ~ ~ .EiE!!!• Morrow, 1948. Gr 7-10 
F 'Crary, Margaret. The Calico Ball. Prentice-Hall, 1961. 
Sioux City in the 18601 s rs-the setting for this story about 
a young girl whose understanding of the Indians and their 
problems averts catastrophe when hostile tribes threaten the 
town. Light reading; good for slower students. Gr 6-12 
828 Daniel, Dorothy. Circle ·~ the Square; pictures £!:2!!!.!!!! ~ 
childhood, Funk, 1959, Gr 8-12 
741.5 
Darling, Jay N. }:§.Ding §.!!!Hoover. Ames, 1954. 
Perceptive cartoons and personal glimpses into the life of the 
late Herbert Hoover, 29th President of the United States. Jay 
N. "Ding" Darling was a Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial 
cartoonist of the Des Moines Regis·~er, Gr 9-12 
Darling, Jay N. Ding's ~ Century, Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 
1962. 
Here are 196 cartoons, chosen to show what Ding drew and how, 
They have been placed within a chronological frame to give a 
review of the 1900-1950 period. Ageless; universal appeal. Gr 6-12 
F 
977.7 
Duncan, Thomas W, Gus the Great, New York, 1947. 
The author says -;-rt O'iie br'i:i:iiant afternoon in November, 1936, 
driVing through a valley in Iowa, I crune upon the ruins of a 
circus farm; the winter quarters of a circus, long dead. I 
had never known the circus when it lived, I had never known 
a.JVbody connected with it. But now a picture entered my 
thoughts; a circus owner. I saw him huge and prosperous, and I 
S;;LW him as a ruined man, tramping back to the farm. I saw Gus. 
It was love at first sight and, in the fall of 1938, I settled 
down in earnest to write his story." Gr 10-12 
*Dwelle, Jessie Merrill. ~ Beautiful ~; ~ history of ~· 
Rev. by Ruth H. Wagner. Klipto, 1958. 
With words and photographs, Dwelle discusses Iowa history from 
the way of life of the Indians, settlers, and passers-through 
in relation to Iowa landscapes, It is a presentation of the 
history of scenic places. For slower readers. Gr 6 up 
B *Em~y. Anne. American Friend; Herbert Hoover. Rand McNally, l967.Gr 7 up 
F *Engle, Paul, An QJ.a Fashioned Christmas. Dial Press, 1964. Gr 8 up 
977.7 *Erbe, Carl H. Text and vlorkbook in the History of ~· Rev, by 
J. W. S~sher:- HOlst. 
Discussions follmved by questions and answers characterize this 
book. Commencing with the "Discovery of Io;1a, 11 it covers Iowa 1 s 
development, Includes suggestions for further study. Very good, Gr 4 up 
973,9 *Faulkner, Harold Underwood. From Versailles to the~~· Yale 
mniversity Press, 1950. 
Contents: End of the great crusade; Isolation and laissez-
fairs; Normalcy and nationalism; Advance of prosperity; Social 
confusion; Political corruption; From Harding to Coolidge; 
Government and business; Plight of farmer and laborer: End of 
an era; Interlude; Bibliographical note. Very strong on 
Herbert Hoover; presenting him as an humanitarian. For 
advanced students. Gr 10-12 
917.77 Federal Writers Project. ~; ! guide to the Hawkeye ~. 
Hastings House, 1949. 
Designed to give a reasonably comprehensive survey of the state 
in its various aspects. Part I: Iowa--past and present; 
Part II: Cities and towns; Part III: Tours (generally on 
numbered state and federal roads; considerable discussion 
included with each tour) ; Part IV: Appendices (including a 
chronology, a classified bibliography and index). Clearly 
written. Presents material in tabular and graphic form. Gr 8-12 
*Ferber, Edna. One Basket; thirty-one ~ stories, Doubleday, 
1947. 
Partial contents: The woman who tried to be good; The gay 
old dog; That's marriage; Farmer in the dell; Un morso doo 
pang; Long distance; The maternal feminine; Old Man Minick. Gr 9-12 
B 
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• Ferber, Edna, ! Peculiar Treasure, Doubleday, 1960. 
This autobiography of the author is in her own words, •the 
story of an American Jewish family in the past half' century, 
and as such is really a story about the America which I know 
and love." Gr 9-12 
Flannery, Agnes Veronica. !2!!! Centennial, 1846-1946; poetrr 
anthology. Lake MUla Graphic, l946. Gr1l-"12 
Fox, Dorothea Magdalene. Pedalling ~ Adventure, Torch Press, 
1940, Gr 9-12 
• Fuller, Iola. I!!! Shining ~· New York, 1951. 
The story of the Black Hawk liar, this best seller of 1943 has 
in the intervening years maintained its audience and its 
critical esteem. Gr 8-12 
Galland, Isaac. Galland's !2.!! l!!!igrant. Wm. c. Jones, 1840; 
reprint issued by Iowa State Hist. Soc. 
Experts agree that this book is a rare gem among books. It 
commands respect and interest for its authenticity, It contains 
reproductions fr011 early maps showing Iowa as part of the 
Wisconsin territory, Gr 9-12 
*Garland, Hamlin. Boyft Life on the Prairie. Ungar, 1959. 
F~ life in nort ern-IOwa-about 1870, Graphic descriptions 
of ploughing and sowing, herding cattle, spearing fish, hunt-
ing prairie chickens, killing rattlesnakes and hunting wolves, Gr 8-12 
*Garland, Ha~~~lin. ! Daughter ~ ~ Middle Border, MaCIIIUlan, 1921, 
A continuation of the author's A Son of the Middle Border. Gr 8-12 
' ----
*Garland, Ha~~~lin. Son ot the Middle Border. Macmillan. 
Covers Garland'i'Slife from youth on an Iowa farm to his 
struggles as a writer in Boston. Gr 9-12 
*Garst, Shannon. Buffalo Bill, Messner, 1948. 
A sympathetic, but nor-s8ntimental biography, Appeals to boys. Gr 6 up 
Garwood, Darrell. 
1944. 
Artist in Iowa; a life ot Grant Wood, Norton, 
-------
The story of a man and an artist who loved the people, the 
homely objects and rich earth ot his native midwest and who, 
through his work, radically influenced the art of his time. 
Gr 8-12 
Gingerich, Melvin, l'.h! Mennonites .!,!! l2!!; marking ~ one hundredth 
anniversary 2£ ~ coming ~ ~ Mennonites !.!:! ~·Iowa State 
Hist. Soc,, 1939. 
After presenting a concise European background, the author has, 
in a readable style, carefully and extensively covered the first 
century ot the Mennonites in Iowa. Whether it be their economic 
977.7 
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values and means, their clothing and customs, their folklore 
or their confession of faith, this is an informative book. 
Besides an index, a section on "Notes and Citations• offers 
further explanations of these people, Very good, Gr 9-12 
Glass, Reinley J. Iowa and the Counties of Iowa and Something of 
~Origin and!IT'storieS- Klipto, 1940-;--
A brief historical resume of each of Iowa's ninety-nine 
counties is presented in this text, . Includes memorable per-
sonages, special information; very interesting. Gr 6 up 
Gleason, H. A. Reminiscences 52£ Henry !1:.. Gleason; to :!!.hi2h ~ 
~ ~ Illinois ~ ~ 1!1 ~ eighteen eighties !!& 2 
lli!:!! England ancestors 52£ Henry !• Gleason, author. 1961, 
This biograPhical sketch of the life of Henry M, Gleason and 
of the conditions under which he grew to manhood are a vivid 
portrayal of all pioneer times. Not high interest, but worth-
t{hile on recall. Gr 10-12 
Gravel, Fern. Oh, Millersville. ·Prairie Press, 1940, 
The poems inthis book were written in the first half-decade 
of the present century by a little girl who lived in an Iowa 
town which she chose to call Millersville, Gr 6 up 
Gregory, Charles N. Samuel Freeman Miller. Iowa State Hist. Soc., 
1907. 
The career of Samuel Freeman Hiller is that of an eminent jurist 
who for twenty-eight years served as Associate Justice of the 
U. s. Supreme Court, Justice Miller's contributions to history 
are chiefly to our system of Jurisprudence--more especially to 
our Constitutional Law. Gr 9-12 
Gue, Benjamin F •. History of~. ~the Earliest~ :1::2.2 
Begi~~ngs ££2 Twentieth Century.~ vols. Century History, 
1903. 
Vol, 1: 
to 1903; 
Pioneer Period; ·vol. 2: 
Vol. 4: Iowa Biography. 
Civil War; 
Gr 8-12 
Vol. 3: 1866 
*Hake, Herbert v. ! Cartoon History 52£~· Klipto·, 1968. 
The story of Iowa in cartoons, first used in the author's 
series of TV programs, "Landmarks in Iowa History." To be 
used with ~ Inside ~· Gr 4 up 
*Hake, Herbert v. ~Inside Out. State University Press, 1968. 
This work emphasizes the people and events who have shaped 
Iowa's history rather than statistical figures, Old books, 
magazines, newspaper files, innumerable field trips and 
discussions with native Iowans have provided Mr. Hake's infor-
mation. He features many unpublished, rarely mentioned 
persons, incidents and places. A truly delightful book. 
Two-columned pages; easy format, 
- 11-
360 Hansen, Marcus L. Welfare ~ :J.!1 ~· Io1va State Hist, Soc., 
1921. 
The nature and the extent of welfare <vork done in Iowa during 
World 'var I are discussed in this volume, which is arranged 
topically. Ca'llp :lodge and Fort Des Noines are included in 
the material, Very important. Gr 10-12 
977 Harlan, Edgar Rubey. ,! Narrative History 2£. fu Peoole 2£. ~; 
597 
or 
799.1 
F 
370.62 
977.7 
977.7 
~ special treatment of ~ ~ enterorises :J.!1 ~­
~. religion, ~. industry, business, lli.• American 
Historical Society, 1931. 5 vols. 
Poor organization m3..i<es use of this set diffict<lt, Ho,.;ever, 
persons from all walks of life are included, Discussions seem 
to focus on the ~erson--mostly men--and his accomplishlnents,Gr 10-12 
Harlan, Jarnes R. Iowa Fish and Fishing. Io«a State Conservation 
Commission, 1956.""" -- -
The authors h:we pointed at three '1ajor objectives: where 
to fish, identific,~tion of fisi1 ca:lght, how to catch fish. 
The :lajor fisi1in,; 1vaters, includin.~ rivers, trout strea:ns, 
artificial lakes, natural l~<es, and river oxbows are located 
and described, All fish found in the state are described. 
Practically a classic, Gr 7 up 
<!Harper, :rartha. Winter 1/edding. Longmans, 19 50. 
Depicts the social festivities of an Iowa country wedding, 
soon after the Civil Tar. Includes a list of publications 
consulted, Gr 9 up 
Hart, Irvine; il. lhlesto,1es, Iowa State JEduc'ltion Association, 1954. 
r11is is a history of the Iowa State lliucaLion Association 
whic!1 covers the beeinnings of educatioa in Iowa. The organi-
zation of the ISEA in 1854, and the progress made through 
ISEA in its 100 years of existe:1ce. Gr l0-12 
*Ihrt, Irving H. Stories of Io;ra. State ~'::ivarsity Press, 1953. 
These are but a fe;r ofth'e""Stories of Io\'a" wc1ich have been 
broadcast over .\vOI r,1dio, Ames. E~c!1 covers a different 
facet of Iowa's colorful history. Gr 5-8 
*Hastie, Earl N. Hi~h Points of ~ History. n,d. 
Covers four centuries of Iowa history--from its discovery and 
settlement to the ?resent. The author's vital interest in 
our state's history has led to the establish,nent of a Nuseum 
of Iowa History in Perry, Iowa. Tends to be sentimental, Gr 5-8 
811 Hearst, James. Country~· Prairie Press, 1937, Gr 8 up 
811 Hearst, James. Limited ~· Iowa City Prairie Press, 1962. Gr 8 up 
811 Hearst, James, ~ and ~ ~; selected poems, A. Swallow, 
1951. Gr 8 up 
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811 Hearst, James. ! Single ~· Iowa City Prairie Press, 1967. Gr 8 up 
F Heath, !1ay A. ~Hannah. Hasting House, 1961. 
An account of the settlement and growth of a little town in 
Iowa from 1850 through the Civil '.Jar, It is the story of 
how Hannah Baker, later Mrs. Kennedy, and her familY journeyed 
by covered wagon from Illinois and settled in Waterloo, Gr 4-6 
l? Hoffmann, Mathias Martin, Young and I&;: Is ~; ~ historical 
~· Loras College Press, 1946, ·Gr 7 up 
B Hoover, Herbert Clark. Memoirs of Herbert Hoover. 3 vols, 
Macmillan, 1951. 
Vol. 1: Years of Adventure, 1874-1920; Vol. 2: Cabinet 
and the Presidency, 1920-1933; Vol, 3: Great Depression, 
1929-1941. Gr 10-12 
~· 'Hough, Einersen. ~ Covered Hagan, Appleton, 1922. 
Movement of the pioneers to Oregon the year before the gold 
sta~pede, This book served as the basis for one of the 
early spectacular movies, Gr 9 up 
630 
977.7 
353.977 
557.77 
Iowa Centennial Cormnittee. Lookin,s ~ 2£! aawkeye ~· State 
of Io-..,a, 1946. 
Thi.s short, colorful magazine format history discusses the 
discovery of Iowa, the Iowa prehistoric man, the Iowa Indians, 
Iowa under France, Io;1a--the territory, state development, 
industrial growth, famous men, the state symbols, and cen-
tennial items, Gr 8 up 
Iowa Department of Agriculture. ~ ~ of Agriculture; 
biennial reoort, State of Iowa. Gr 9-12 
Iowa Department of ~ublic Instruction. Teac~ing Iowa History; 
l!; guide to resource material. State of Iowa,l'9'b8. Professional 
"Iowa General Assembly. ~ .£! ~; containing all statutes 
of .it general and permanent nature. State of i'OWa, Gr 8 up 
*Iowa General Assembly, ~ Official Register. State of Iowa, 
Partial contents: Elective administrative officials, the 
Capitol and its grounds, the courts of Iowa; schools, colleges 
and universities; Im,a' s :1istory <JJld symbols, newspal)ers in 
Iowa, constitution of Iowa. Gr 6 up 
Iowa Geological Survey: Bulletin No, 5. ~ Rodents ££ ~· 
Published for Ioo1a Geological .Survey, 1918, 
This 1918 bulletin on the thirty-one kinds of rodents found 
in Iowa gives a diagnostic treatment of each group of animals, 
Includes: characteristics, habits, distribution, economic 
value, methods of control, beneficial rodents, and rodents 
that are harmful. Precipitated research at Iowa State on 
3.51. 7 
917.77 
6J0.9 
or 
338,1 
B 
977.761 
917•7 
378.77 
pest control and development o£ pesticides. Useful for 
agronomy students, Gr 10-12 
~Highway Patrol. Iowa HighwaY Patrol, n,d, 
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-The history of the Iowa Highway Patrol, its major divisions, 
the legislation which created it, and a description of the 
administrative,staff and their duties are included in this 
comprehensive handbook. Popular t·rith driver training people. Gr 9-12 
~ in ~-~;-! report 2.!! international cooperation :!:.£ ~ 
governor and ~ people 2£ ~· Sponsored by the University 
of Iowa, the Iowa Development Co!ll.'l!ission, and others, 1967. 
Partial contents: Imra and the lior1d' s Food; Iow·a in the 
World of Science; Iowa Youth--World Understanding; Poverty 
Any~;here.;-A Danger Everywhere, Gr 8-12 
Iowa State College of J\griculture and IlechaLical Arts. _& Century 
of Farming i!l IoHa, 184-6-194-6, £l }!embers of ~ ~ of ~ 
~ ~ College ~ ~ ~ Ex~erimental Station. Pub-
lished in co~nemoration o£ the one hundredth anniversary of 
Iowa's statehood._ Iowa State College Press, 194-6. Gr 10.-12 
Iowa State Historical Society. Benjamin Frauklin Shambaugh !:§. 
Iowa Remembers Him, 1:371-191+0; in me!lioriam. Iowa Sta_te Hist. 
Soc., 1941. Gr 9-12 -
Iowa State ;'!edical Society. ~ Hundr,,J ~ 2£. ~ Hedicine. 
Athens Press, 19 50. 
This commemorc.tion of the centenary ol' ~he Imra State Hedical 
Society,- 1850-1950, is a story of the nedical profession in 
Iowa during the century of great medie:1t progress. Included 
are nursing, l'ledical education, psychi:otry, pharmacy, hos-
pitals in Iowa, and Iowa doctors in tho various wars, Tells 
the ro.le of Im<a doctors in the develo7onnt of the welfare 
system. .'ldvanced, Gr 10-12 
Im<a, State of. The Book of Iowa. State of Iot·la. 
. St.!I'VeY of busines'S'"indindUStria l gro,,oth. Gr 9-12 
*Imca State University of Science and Technology, Commemorative 
Pa;)ers ~the Iowa State College Centennial; Founder's ~ 
Convocation; Founders' Day Luncheon; the .'.cademic Symposia. 
Iot<a State College Press, 1958. . . 
This is a record of the events ccnd ~he speeches which marked 
the one hunJredth anniversary of Iowa 3t;"te College. Gr 10-12 
B *Jackson, Donald, ed. ~Hawk; .§2 autobio;;raohy. Uaivers1ty of 
Illinois .. Press, 1955. (paperback, 1964). 
A new e<j.ition of the tP,xt of the 1333 autobiography which 
Chief Slack Hawl< dictated to Antoine LaClare, u.s. inter,reter. Gr 8-12 
B 
298.6 
B 
F 
F 
sc 
720.? 
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Johnson, Jack T. ~ Anthony Dey; integri tz i!). public service, 
Io;m State Hist, Soc,, 1939. · 
From railroad surveying, to building railroads, to regulating 
railroads, !'eter Anthony Dey traversed his life's path for 
the benefit of man and nation. His great influence on the 
devclo.:xnent of Im;a 1 s growth and industry is told here. 
Included all\Ong the activities of his retirement years were 
the settlement of the Iowa-Missouri boundary dispu~e. establish-
ment of a permanent :;;tate capitol, the founding of State 
University of Iowa, and the presidenoy of t:1e State ilistorical 
Society of Iowa. Gr 9-12 
Jom•s, Louis Thomas. !!:!.£ Quakers of Iowa, Iowa State Hi st. Soc,, 
1914. 
The history of the :>eople oalled Quakers, from the time of 
their first appearance in Iowa,· down to this ;mblishing date 
is set forth comprehensively ir) this text. Relatesthe cultural 
contribution of this group. Gr 9-12 
Jones, Robert E. Industrz Builder; ~ biographY 2f Chester ~ 
~· Pacific Books, 1948. 
Chester Earl Jray, who invented the process of making dry 
milk, was born in Iowa; he graduated from Iowa State College 
at A,1nes in the early 1900's. Suggested for use with Scholl's 
Arnewood. Gr 10-12 
* Kmtor, MacKinlay. ~ ~ !:!;Y. Countrz. \.forld, 19_54, 
Lem Siddons recalls good and bad moments from his forty years 
as Scoutmaster in a small Io;m town--his marriage, the boys 
he has helped, his son's death in a •)lane crash, his grandson's 
proud wearing of the Scout badge, Gr 8-12 
Kantor, MacKinlay, Soirit ~· World, 1961. 
Based on historical research, this is a fictionr,l account of 
the 1857 massacre of white settlers by the Wahpekute Indians, 
a tribe of the Dakotas, at Spirit Lake and the Okoboji lakes 
in Iowo., The account includes a description of the arrival 
and the life of the white settlers and their contacts with the 
Indians before the massacre, Notes and bibliography, Gr 10-12 
* 1\:antor, MacKinlay, Story Teller. Doubledo.y, 196?. 
A collection of stories, each of which is followed by a comment 
in which the author tells where he got his ideas, where he 
found the ci1aracters, how hard or easy it was to sell the 
storieq, am l1hat he himself, candidly, feels about them, Gr 10-12 
Keyes, :1argaret N. Nineteenth Century Home J\rchitecture of Iowa 
City. University of Iowa Press, 19~ ------
The architectural style of houses in Iowa City is characteristic 
of all major home architecture elsewhere in the United States 
during the nineteenth century, There is a glossary of archi-
tectural terms. Gr 9-12 
F 
920 
B 
B 
F 
973.7 
977.7 
or 
970.477 
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Lechlitner, Ruth. ~ Shadow 2.!1 ~ !i2Ja:• Prairie Press, 19.56. 
The poems in this small volume represent the deep awareness 
of this Iowa-born poetess for the social, economic and natural 
state of things. Gr 8-12 
* Lenski, Lois. ~-~Boy. Lippincott, 1954. 
Life on an Iowa farm is described With warmth and understanding 
and a feeling for the adventure in everyday liVing, Dick must 
face and solve alone his personal problem, but his understand-
ing mother seems always to sense his moments of despair and 
to help him face reality. Gr 4-6 
Lord, Russell. The lvallaces of Iowa. Houghton, 1947. 
In outward form, this is a-chrOnicle of the three Wallaces--
Uncle Henry, founder of what became Wallace's Farmer; Harry 
Wallace, Secretary of Jlgriculture under Harding and Coolidge; 
and the controversial Henry Wallace of this century. Actually 
it is the story of the development of the Middle West from 
1870 to the 1950's; it is ,the history of agriculture• s long 
fight for fair treatment, Gr 9-12 , 
>!Lyons, Eugene. Herbert Hoover: ~ biography. Doubleday, 1964. 
First published in 1948 under the title,~ Unknown 5-
President; .! portl'ait 2£Hoovel'. An appraisal 'Of Hoovel' 1 s 
adventurous career as a mining engineer, his World War I relief 
work, and the ,personal sacrifice it involved,, his service as 
Secretary of Commerce in the 1ZO's1 his presidency, and his 
eclipse in the 1 )0' s, Gr 10-12 
* MeGee, Dorothy Horton. Herbert Hoover, Eng in eel', Humanitarian, 
Statesman. Dodd, 1959. 
A biography which traces Hoover's career as an engineer and 
his famous relief work in Europe after \'lorld War I as well as 
his presidency. Bibliography included •. G:t; 6-10 
McGuire, Frances Lynch, Wagon to ~ ~· Caldwell, Idaho, 1951. 
A children's story of family life in that day. Gr 4-6 
*Mcintyre, Benjamin F. Federals on~ Frontier; the diary 2£ 
Benjamin E.• Mcintyre,,, uf6z -1~. F;i, by Nannie M, Tilley, 
University bf Texas Press, n.d. 
Daily diary entries of a member of the 19th Iowa Infantry 
as a noncom and officer. Hcintyre served almost entirely west 
of the Mississippi. He focused his attention on military 
mattel's, discussing sieges, marches, whiskey, bushwhackers, 
guerrillas, jayhawking, and foraging, Gr 9-12 
McKusick, Marshall, Men of Ancient Iowa. Iowa State University 
Press, .1964. - - -
This book is the result of the work of many people who have 
- 16 -
excavated Indian camp sites and mounds in the Midwest and. 
published reports on their works, Poorly edited. Gr 10-12 
3)1,89 McMurry, Donald L. ~Great Burlington Strike£! 1888, Harvard 
University Press, 19~ 
The great Burlington Strike of 1838 was a typical dispute of 
American labor; this account is significant as a case study 
in nineteenth century labor relations. Specialized, but very 
interesting. Gr 10-12 
353.97 Macy, Jesse. The Government of Iowa. Ginn, 1905. 
This textbOOk was prepare~to-a5sist pupils and teachers in 
understanding Iowa's civil and local government organization. 
Great historical value, Gr 8-12 
SC *Madson, John, Stories I!:2J!! ~ ~ Sky. Iowa State University 
Press, 1961, 
This is a book of short stories, many from the Iowa Conserva-
tionalist, about the adventure of the out-of..dooz:s-in the 
Iowa vacinity, especially along the Mississippi. The stories 
deal with animals, birds, fish, the river and man and his 
thoughts about these creatures. Gr 6 and up 
Hahan, Bruce E. Stories£!~ !2!: ~ ~ ~· By Bruce 
Mahan and Ruth Gallaher. Macmillan, 1929. 
Easy stories to interest boys and girls in the history of 
their state. Stories are arranged in chronological order 
under the headings: discovery and exploration, the Indians, 
early settlements, and the pioneers and territory and state. Gr 4 up 
016 *Harple, Alice. Iowa Authors and Their \~orks, Gale 0 1918, 
Still an important source:-Grs:I"2-
Mather, George B. Voting in ~· State University of Iowa, 1956. 
Shows trends and patterns. Very good, Gr 9-12 
F Medary, Marjorie. College 3:!:! Crinoline. Longmans, 1937. 
The scene of this lively story is a co-educational college 
in Iowa during Civil War days, Its principal charac:ter is 
the youngest of the Jameson girls, whose family had migrated 
from Nova Scotia when Bessie Q, was a little girl. Gr 6-8 
F Medary, Marjorie. Prairie Printer. Longmans, 1949. 
Sequel to: Buckeye Boy, The further adventures of Tom 
Kenyon, Ohio printer of 1856, as he heads westward to the 
Iowa frontier, still seeking to know himself and to find 
his true vocation in life. Bibliography. Gr 6-8 
B Mills, George S. ~ Little ~ Yii!:!:!. ~ .!eng, Shadow; ~ ~ 
times of Frederick M, Hubbell. Trustees of the Frederick M. 
HUbbelr-estate, 1955. Gr 10-12 
977.7 
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*Moeller, Hubert L. Hawkeye ~· H. Moeller, 195.3· 
This book describes Iowa from earliest glacial times to con-
temporary times, giving attention to· people as well as 
places and events, Quite detailed; general interest. 
977.7 *Moeller, Hubert L, Our Government; local, state, and nation. 
or H. Moeller, 1964:-- - - -
.35.3 This text is divided into four units of sttldy: !...History of 
Iowa goverrment. 2-Local government. .3-State government. 
4-National government, Good supplemental material. Gr 8-12 
977.7 Moeller, Hubert L. ~ Iowa, ll:!, Beginnings EE, Growth, By Hubert 
L. Moeller and Hugh C, Moeller, Newson, 19.38. 
Discusses prehistoric Iowa, Indians, the discovery of Iowa, 
pioneer life, early governments, interesting people and 
groups of people, Gr 5 up · 
977.7 *Moeller, Hubert L, Thirty Stories 2£ ~· H, Moeller, 1966, 
This work will be useful as supplementary material for the 
textbook studY of Iowa history, Gr 5 up 
.352 Mohler, C, M. !:!.Y: County; l! study 1;! county goverruaent. Klipto, 
194.3. 
Told here are the facts of the division of government--the 
county--which is so often taken for granted, Shows transi-
tion from no government to contemporary government, Gr 7 up 
6.3.3,15 Mosher, Martin L, Early ~ 22!:£ Yield.~ ill!! Related bili!!: 
Programs. Iowa State University Press, 1962, 
This is a unique book about the tests made to determine the 
yield of corn of Iowa farms; methods for future production of 
a greater yield are also given. Technical and specialized, 
but very good, Gr 10-12 
.325.249 Mulder, Arnold, Americans from Holland. Lippincott, 1947, 
The emphasis in this wo~s on the people who came to this 
country and the impact made by them upon its political, 
economic, cultural, and physical structure, 11Life on the Iowa 
Frontier" is a chapter of interest for study in Iowa history. 
Very interesting, Gr 8-12 
977,7 *Murr~. Janette Stevenson. Bonnie Iowa Farm Folk; an authentic 
or story of~£.!!~~~ in theeighteen elshties. 
920 By Janette Stevenson Murr~ and Janet Murr~ Fiske. Graphic, 
1966, Available in paperback, 
These recollections from the author's experiences are about 
everyday actual happenings, about Scottish relatives, and 
their German-born neighbors. High interest; easy reading. Gr 4 up 
977.7 *Murray, Janette Stevenson, Hurrah for BOnnie~· Graphic, 196.3. 
This is an authentic story of two families from Scotland 
who pioneered in Iowa, High interest; easy reading. Gr 4 up 
598.2 
364.7 
917.7 
325.73 
927 
977.7 
Musgrove, Jack W. Waterfowl ill ~· State of Iowa, 1953. 
Specialized. Great on conservation, migration, eating 
habits, natural habitat, Gr 7 up 
Neese, Robert. Prison Exposures. Chilton, 1959. 
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Here is a true story of life within a prison--Fort Madison, 
Iowa, specifically--where all emotions must be masked, and 
where men pay their rent with the time they serve. All 
photographs were taken within the prison walls of Fort 
Madison, This book makes one reflect on our existing 
penal system, Gr 10-12 
*Nelson, H. 1. .! Geography of ~· University of Nebraska Press, 
1967. 
This work--a valuable guide for the study of Iowa--contains 
descriptions of all the economic, political, cultural, and 
social characteristics of the state, Accurate. Gr 5 up 
*Nelson, o. N., comp. History 2f ~ Scandinavians !!l.i Success-
ful Scandinavians in the United States. O, N. Nelson, 1899. 
This work gives a history of the period of im~igration by 
the Scandinavians to the United States and biographical 
sketches of the Scandinavian-Americans who had reached 
prominence here, Gr 9-12 
Ness, Zenobia B. Iowa Artists of the First Hundred Years. 
Wallace-Homeste;l, 1939. --- -
Here is a biographical di:tectocy of Iowa artists. It is a 
comprehensive work setting forth the histories and achieve-
ments of these talented people, Gr 10-12 
Newhall, John B. }: Gli1npse 2£ ~ 2:J:! 1846; .§; reprint, Iowa 
State Hist. Soc., 1957. 
This reprint attests to Mr. Newhall's promotion of Iowa to 
homesteaders. It is a key account of Iowa's territorial 
period and a springboard for the study of our statehood. 
A complete coverage of the area is provided herein, 
Excellent. Gr 10-12 
Nichols, I. A. 
1938. 
Forty ~ 2f ~ Journalism 2:J:! !22• 
Here we have a picture of life in Iowa in the 1870's 
the early 1890's, Gr 10-12 
Messenger, 
through 
378 Nollen, John Scholte. Grinnell College. Iowa State Hist. Soc,, 
1953. 
The growth and development of higher education in Iowa's 
private colleges are mirrored in this book, which also 
includes an unfinished autobiography of Dr. Nollem, one-
time president of Grinnell College. Specialized. Good 
material on the cultural growth and contribution of church 
groups. Gr 10-12 
977.7 
977.7 
or 
6)0,1 
013.9 
977.7 
R/ 028,7 
917.7 
977.7 
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Nye, Russell G. Pioneering 2!! ~ Prairies, Methodist Church, 
1960, 
This is an absorbing story of frontier life and the labors 
of the fathers to make the West an abiding place for their 
children, The setting is Agency, Iowa; the time is 1842 
to the present, Considerable attention is given to the 
Methodist Church in Agency and its influence on the community, 
Gr 8-12 
Orchard, Hugh, Old Orchard Farm. Iowa State College Press, 1952. 
In this book-;-t"he work of't'he real bu:i.lders of modern Iowa 
is depicted through the reminiscences of Hugh Orchard about 
post-pioneer farm life, Gr 8-12 
Paluka,. Frank, ~ Authors; .§! bibliogra,Jhy 2f sugy native writers, 
Friends of the University of Iowa Libraries, 19 7. Professional 
Parker, George F. ~Pioneer Foundations, Iowa State Hist. 3oc., 
1940, 2 vols. 
Valuable biographical accounts of early Iowans. Index leaves 
something to be desired, Gr 10-12 
Petersen, William J, ~ History Reference ~· Iowa State 
Hist. Soc,, 1952. 
This reference guide is designed to facilitate the study of 
Io;ra history; to provide useful lists of .references on many 
topics. The object has been to cite materials which are 
available to the general readers, rather than to present an 
exhaustive bibliography for research scholars. Dr. Petersen 
states that he is now working on a revision, 
Petersen, William J, ~. the Rivers 2f ~ Valleys, Iowa State 
Hist. Soc., 1941. 
studying the Mississippi and its tributaries and the Missouri 
and its tributaries, the author shows how Iowa's geography 
has affected the lives of Iovmns in heredity, religion, 
occupation, and conduct, A detailed history of the river 
valleys of Iowa. Gr 8-12 
Petersen, William J, Steamboating .2!2 ~ UEper _11ississiwi. 
Iowa State Hist, Soc,, 1937, 
This book contains many colorful and dramatic incidents 
in river lore. Much of the book is based on original docu-
ments and contemporary eyewitness accounts, Gr 8-12 
Petersen, William J, ~ Story 2f Iowa; _!:!!.!!. progress of .i!:!J 
American state, Lewis Historical Publishing, 1952. 4 vols, 
Volumes I and II trace the highlights of Iowa history from 
earliest times to the present, emphasizing whenever possible 
the personalities directly ·associated. Volumes III and IV 
977~7 
977.7 
or 
917.77 
B 
F 
F 
B 
F 
630.71 
630.62 
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deal with family arrl personal history of Iowans, proceeding 
from present to early times, Gr 3-12 
Pl\imbe, John, Jr. Sketches of ~ !.!?£ \visconsin. Iowa State 
Hist, Soc,, 1839. reprint, 
This rare volume is one of the earliest works on Iowa, 
Excellent. Read in entirety. Gr 9-12 
*Posten, Margaret L, ~ 1§. ~ Place--~· Iowa State University 
Press, .1965. 
An Iowa history textbook coveringiowa today and how it got 
this way, bett.er ways to go places, Iowa in days long ago, 
civilization comes to Iowa, after the settlers came, Iowa's 
Hall of Fame. Many inaccuracies, shiny .paper; however, a 
source for· some material not found elsewhere. Gr 6 up 
*Purdy, Claire Lee, Antonin Dvorak: Composer ~ Bohemia, 
Messner, 1950. 
A biography of the 
SpillVille, Iowa, 
composer who spent some time in 
Gr 7 up 
Quaife, Milton, ed, Life of Black Hawk, Donelly, 1916, 
Contains excellent-~notes aiid- an introduction by the editor 
to this edition of Black Hawk's autobiography first pub-
lished in 1833. Gr 9-12 
Quick, Herbert. ~ Hawkeye, Bobbs-Merrill, 1923. 
Treats the discontent of prairie farmers, Iowa community 
life: materially, intellectually, and civil decency during 
the 70's and SO's. Second volume of Iowa trilogy, Gr 8-12 
Quick, Herbert, The Invisible Woman, Bobbs-Merrill, 1924. 
Third _volume or--Iowa trilogy; brings the story down to 
the 1900's, Gr 8-12 
Quick, Herbert, One ~ ~; ~·autobiography, Bobbs-Merrill, 
1925. Gr 9-12 
Quick~ Herbert. Vandermark's Folly, Bobbs-Merrill, 1922, 
Describes the westward·movement of pioneers in the decade 
before the Civil War. First volume of Iowa trilogy, Gr 8-12 
*Rayness, Velma Wallace, . Campus Sketches 2f. Iowa ~ University, 
Iowa State Press, 1962, 
Mrs, Rayness, an Iowa-born artist, has recreated scenes from 
the campus of Iowa State University in Ames. These sketches 
are a blerrling. of .the old and the new, Gr 9-12 
*Reck, Franklin H, ~~Story; ~history of 4-H ~ ~· 
Iowa State University Press, 1951. Gr 7=1~ 
977.77 
977.7 
977.7 
748.2 
3?8. 77 
630.1 
630.711 
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*Reida, Bernice; Hawke;ze Adventure, Graohic, 1966. 
This book traces Iowa's greatness from the first French 
explorers t0 the space age and Dr. Van Allen, showing 
how the patterns of the past link With the challenge of 
the future, Teacher's manual and workbook, Gr 4-8 
*Reida, Bernice,· Hawkeye ~· ·By Bernice Reida and Ann Irwin. 
Pella Publishing Co,, n.d. 
Drawn from newspapers, periodicals, and personal accounts, 
this presents a collection of Iowa people and their daily 
lives--from the early Indians to contemporary persons. 
Sara.'l Bernhardt is mentioned. Gr 5 up 
Richman, Irving Berdine, Iowa,y !:£ ~; the genesis of §; .£2!:!2 
and Bible collliilonwealth, Iowa State iUst. Soc., n,d, 
GOOd-ror-the study of early Iowa. Contains comment and 
citation, Gr 9-12 
*Righter, l1iriam. ~ City~· C. B. Righter, 1966. 
In surveying the glass products produced by the Iowa City 
Flint Glass manufacturing company, the author has established 
an historical background for the city; Specialized, Delight-
ful, \vill become more worthwhile. Gr 9-12 
Ritchey, Charles J. Drake University Througn Seventy-five~. 
1881-1956. Drake University, 1956. 
This book, written to honor Drake U'liversity' s diamond jubilee 
ye3I', is a history of that school's development and growth, 
Gives a good picture of Jes Heines. Gr 9-12 
*Ross, '>arle D. ~of Benjamin .E• 9:.!!£ in~~~ and 
Pioneer ~. ~-1856. Iwa Stqte University Press, 1962. 
1'his oersonal jourml of Benjamin F. Gue, a native !lew ' 
Yorker, has historical significance for its record of 
political, social, and cultural changes and events. Gr 9-12 
Ross, Earle Dudley. ~ ~-Grant Idea at ~ ~ College; 
_i!: centennial ~balance, 1358-1950. Iowa State College 
Press, 1958, 
This book is a critical evaluation of 
State College and of its contribution 
educ8tion during its first 100 years, 
of federal legislation in education, 
the growth of Iowa 
to the field of higher 
Discusses the role 
Gr 9:.12 
342.777 Ross, Russell H. Government and Administr:rtion of ~· Crowell, 
1957. 
B 
A comprehensive and author.itative account of the government 
of Iowa and how it works, · Gr 6 up 
Ross, TC"!omas R, Jonathan Prentiss Dolliver. Iowa State Hist, 
Soc,, 1958. 
A U. S. Senator from Im-ra, J. P. Dolliver 1<as a colorful 
977.7 
B 
977.7 
B 
977.7 
977.7 
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man of great courage and high ideals. This biography gives 
a clear picture of his accomplishments, Gr 9-12 
Rule, IDdith. True Tales of Iowa. Yelland and Hanes, 1932. 
The sixty stories-In this-v0lume cover ~ost of the major 
events of the first two hundred years in the history of 
Iowa. All the descriptions of peo~le, places, and events 
are based on historical research. Gr 6 up 
Sabin, Henry, ~Making £!. ~· A. Flanagan, 1900, 
An old book with stories written in chronological order 
through the earliest days to the times preceding the 
Civil War, Gr 6 up 
Sage, Leland Livingston, 
practical politics, 
'.{illiam ~ Allison; .i!. sgudy :b.!! 
Iowa State Hist, Soc,, 195 , Gr 9-12 
Salter, ·william, Iowa: The~~~ in !:h!!, Louisiana 
Purchase, McClurg, 1905. 
Covers Iowa's discovery, Iowa under the rule of Spain and 
France, the various territories to which Iowa belonged, and 
eventual statehood evolution, Interesting; a classic, Gr 10-12 
* Schapsmeier, IDdward L. Henry !• ',{allace of ~; ~ agrarian 
years, 1910-1940. By IDdward L. a1xi Frederick H. Schapsmeier. 
Iowa State University Press, 
Examination of the origins and development of the tlallace 
politi~al philosophy. Special emphasis is placed on his 
relationship to Franklin D. Roosevelt and his contribution 
to the Roosevelt administration as the Secretary of Agri-
culture, Gr 10-12 
Scholl, Melvin. Arnewood; ~ story of .§£! .!2!:!§: dair:yman. 
Iowa State Hist. Soc., 1954, 
A history of dairying in Iowa from the 1830's to the oresent 
is given in this book; also included is a discussion of the 
l1aytag Dairy Farms at Newton, Iowa. Gr 9-12 
Seerley, H. H. History~ £1!bb Government of ~· American, 
1908. Gr 9-12 
Shambaugh, Benjamin Fra:Jklin, Biographies ~ Portraits of ~ 
Progressive Men of Iowa; leaders in business, politics, ~ 
the orofessions, together ~ ~ beginnings of .i!; western 
commonwealth, 2 vols, Conaway and Shaw, 1899 Gr 9-12 
Shambaugh, Benjamin Franklin, The Constitutions of .!2!:!§:; 
published 1!3 commemoration 2£. ~ 2 hundredth anniversary 
of the establishment of civil ~overnment in ~· Iowa State 
Hist. Soc., 1934. Gr 10-12 
977.7 
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977.7 
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Shambaugh, Benjamin Franklin. Old Stone Caoitol Remembers; mark-
i!l& ~ ~ hundredth anniversary of ~ founding of Iowa City, 
.!£!:!.g., !!: 1839. Iowa State Hist, Soc,, 1939, Gr :3-12 
Shambaugh, Bertha H. H. Amana That Was and Amana That Is. Iowa 
State Hist. Soc., 193:2"Gr 8-12- - - - -
Shankle, George Earlie. ~ ~. Flags, ~. Songs, ~. 
Flowers,~~ Symbols. H.~. Wilson, 1941. 
This is a bibliographical study based on historical documents 
giving the origin of the above-mentioned items along with 
descriptive co~~ents on the capitol buildings and on the 
state histories, Jr 3-12 
Sharp, Abbie Gardner. History of the S,Ji.rit ~ Massacre, .il!!.£! 
Captivity of~~ Gardner. Des i1oines, 1902, Gr 10-12 
Smith, Ernest Almon. Middle River Homestead. Garner, 1955. 
This is a carefully researched endeavor to preserve the 
record of t"o pioneer families and the communities in Hhich 
thay lived. Their pattern of rural Life, trials and trillimJhs 
are clearly t.old, Gr 8-12 
*Smith, Lloyd H. Scenic Madison County, ~· llaclison County Hist, 
Soc., 1961, Pa;:rerback. 
History of the river and the development of the state, Gr :l-12 
Spence, Hartzell. ~ ~ Bet1ind Me, :Jro~set and Dunlap, 191+2. Gr 9-12 
Soence, Hartzell. One Foot in Heaven; ~ .li.£.£ £f. ~ eractical oarson. 
· t.<Jhittlesey House;-1940, -
Rev.· <iilli.<.un H. Spence, a native-born Canadian, began his 
life of Christian service as the :Jast.or of Methodist Church 
in Laketon, Iot•m. His son relates the story uf his father's 
life in the terms of nis ministry, his farn ily, and the con-
gregation he served. Gr 8-12 
Stiles, Edward H. Recollections and Sketches of Notable Latqers 
.iJ!!.£! Public ~ of Early~· Homestead, 1916. Gr J.0-12 
Stong, Philip ::Juffield. Blizzard. Doubleday, 1955. 
Drawing fro!11 nis Iowa ex8eriences, Mr. Stong de,JictD a ty:oical 
Iowa blizzard and the ex:periences of 11 c lcl Jir.1 Ylercer" and 
his family. :Jr ,J-12 
Stong, Philip Duffield. Captain Kidd' s ~· :Jxld, 1941. Jr 4 up 
Stong, Philip Duffield. Hawkeyes; ~ bbgranhy of ~ ~ of 
Iowa, Dodd, Head, 1940. 
ThiS biogra.nhy of Iowa is rich in realistic details, t<ith 
much consideration given to the social aspects of daily 
life in early Io;,a, 3ommfhat foll(sy, but accurate. Gr 6-12 
' ,, 
F 
F 
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Stong, Philip Duffield, f.!!g Stong's Big ~· Dodd, 1961, 
Contains: Farm Boy, High i'later, No·Sitch, These stories 
are about a farm boy's hunt for Indio.n relics, a small 
donkey who refused to move, and a dog who became a 11 ha 1 nt11 • Gr J-6 
Stong, Philip Duffield, ~ ~· Literary Guild, 1932. 
Written with humor and understanding, this book relates the 
experiences of the Frake family during their annual week's 
stay at the State Fair in Des Hoines,~ Somewhat earthy, but 
will be read with interest by anyone who knows the fair and 
its ca11pgrounds, Gr 9-12 
*Strong, Iowa Illustrated, 
F Suckow, Ruth. The Folks. Farrar and Rinehart, 1934. 
~ This is a reali'Sti'C' novel, full of the details of fa1ily life 
as lived in a s,nan Iowa town in the early 1900 1 s. Gr :l-12 
F 
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977.7 
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or 
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Suckow, Ruth. The ~Wood~· Viking, 1959. Gr 3-12 
*Swanson, Leslie c. Canals of ~-America, Swanson Publishing 
Co,, 1964. Gr 6 up 
*Swanson, Leslie C. Covered Bridges in Illinois, Iowa, and 
Wisconsin. Swanson Publishing Co,, 196o. ::lrb up 
*Swanson, Leslie C, Old llills in the i1idwest. Swanson f'ublisi1ing 
Co., 1963. lr bup--- --
Swisher. Jacob A. The Jovernors of Iowa. Klipto, n,d, 
A brief discussion of Io·wa 1 s teiT'itorial governors, followed 
by a biographical sketch accompanied by a photograoh of each 
of Iowa's state governors from Ansel Briggs through Robert 
D, Blue. Jr d-12 
Swisher, Jacob A., comp, The~ Department of tne ~ Army 
2f the Republiq,, Iowa State Hist, Soc., 1936, 
To promote and perpetuate brotherhood among soldiers, a group 
of Im~ans, upon the suggestion of a chaplain William J. 
Rutledge organized the , initial group of the Grand Army of 
the Republic. Since that night on the Vicksburg-Meridian Road 
in the 1860 1 s, the Grand Army has beco"e a significant historic 
group. Here is~ a complete account of this group. Gr 9-12 
Swisher, Jacob A. Iowa History As ~1.21£ in Biography, By Jacob 
A. Swisher and Carl H. Erbe. Holst, 1932. 
This book of biographical sketches presents persons in the 
later period of historical development in the State, reveal-
ing the ?ersonal traits of the characters as experienced in 
their everyday life and social environment. Gr 9-12 
B 
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Swisher, Jacob A. Robert Gordon Cousins. Iowa State Hist, Soc,, 
1938. 
This biography is supplemented by twenty-five speeches, memor-
ials, and addr.esses selected fro;m a collection which Mr. Cousins 
had made prior to his death in 1933, Many public men of the 
age are included, Gr 9-12 
Taber, John H. lli Story of~ 168th Infantry. Iowa State Hist, 
Soc., 1925. 2 vols. 
This history of the Third Iowa Infantry was compiled by 
Army officers from official records Hhile the 168th was in 
occupation of Germany following 'dorld 'dar I. Gr 10-12 
Teakle, Thomas. lli Soirit ~Massacre, Iowa State Hist. Soc., 
1918. 
It is probable that no event in the history of northwest Iowa 
has aroused more interest than the Spirit Lake Massacre in 
March, 18 57. Teakle discusses the background of tDe region 
and Indian situations, the Inkpaduta b~~d, the massacre 
itself, and the recovery of the prisoners. Gr 10-12 
#l'honipson, Era Bell. American Daughter, University of Chicago 
Press, 19l}6, 
Here is the story of Era !leU Thompson, a Negro girl growing 
up in a town in Iowa--a.nd North Dakota, where her family 
shared community life .with Norwegians, Russians, Germans, and 
a few Indians. Gr 3 up 
Van der Zee, Jacob. ~ British 1!! ~· Iowa :3tate iii st. Soc., 
1922. 
This volume discusses generally the English, Scotch, Irish, 
and '•velsh elements in the population of Iowa and presents a 
detailed study of the English colony in the vicinity of LeMars.Gr 9-12 
*Wagner, William J, Sixt~ Sketches 9£ Iowa's ~~Present, 
Brown and \'iagner, 19 7, 
Subtitle: An Illustrated Guide and narrative to Some of 
Iowa's Past and Present. Includes sketches and short stories 
of the historic spots and buildings in Iowa. Gr 6 up 
\vallace, W. L. Story£!~· Klipto, 1931. 
This book was written for boys ar:rl girls to tell them about 
the beginning, growth and standing of this state, Gr I• up 
*Walsh, James. ~ ~ £! ~. !QQ.~~· Graphic, 1965. Gr 3-12 
Whitcomb, Selden L. Autumn~ 1!! ~· 
Here are "nature notes"--flora, fauna 
Iowa with such incidental attention to 
seemed appropriate. Gr 8-12 
Torch Press, 1914. 
and weather of early 
human affairs as 
917.77 
or 
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*Wilcox, Mary, Iowa the Tall. Graphic, 1963, 
This work was-written-rs a tribute to Iowa and its citizens, 
and to publicize the state's finest qualities, Gr 6 up 
'N"ilkinson, Herbert Ellery. Sun Over Cerro Gordo; Vivid me111ories 
2£, .!!1 Iowa farm bey. Iowastate C'Ci"llege Press, 1952. 
Cerro Gordo County in northeastern Iowa provides the setting 
for this story of Iowa farm life at the turn of the century. 
In recalling the nearly thirty years spent in Lime Creek 
township, the author says, "It could be the story of most any 
bey's life in those times, It just ha[):Jens to be mine," Gr 8-12 
Willson, Heredity, !!.!!!: [! Doesn't !E2li ~ Territory, Putnam, 
1959, Gr S-12 
Willson, Meredith. ~ lli!.!:!• Rinilller Corp,, 1962. Gr 8-12 
'ililson, Margaret, The Able McLaughlins, 
A fictionalized-account of a family's life in the early Traer 
COil1lllUnity, Gr 8-12 
',-/arks Progress .>\dministration, Iowa: ,!. ~ b?_ the Hawkeye State, 
Hastings House, 1933, 
This book serves two purposes: it is a guidebook for sight-
seers from other states, and it is a refresher for Iowans. Gr ::J-12 
*Yambura, Barbara S, ,! Chapge ~ .1! Parting, By Barbara S. Yambura 
and Eunice Vi, Bodine. Iowa State UCJiVersity Press, 1960, 
A history of Amana written by a member of the group in collabora-
tion with an admirer of the colonies, Gr :3-12 
Yoseloff, Hartin. ;{o Greener Headows, Jewish Book Guild of America, 
1946, Gr 9-12 
*Starred items are those~ believed to be currently in print. Others may possibly 
be available or c~n be found in second hand stores or through out-of-print 
suppliers, 
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f:: ~ of Iowa Authors, £j: Iowa Authors, Johnson Brigham, ed, 
Boys in~,. Theo, M. Cook 
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Diw;'s ~Century, J;zy 1i. Darling 
Drake University Through Seventy-~~. pi':ll-lli§.. Charles J, 
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES tru:J! EXTENSIVE IOW.ANA HOLDINGS 
CE:lTEI~NIAL BUILDING LIBRARY. Iowa City, Iowa •. 
The State Historical Society of Iowa has established this library which 
has a .Large collection of books, paltlphlets, newspapers (bound or microfilmed), 
manuscripts,. arid photographs relating t:o Iowa. Members of the Society receive 
the monthly publication Palimpsest 'arrl periodic reprints of Iowa material, 
The library may be used by members and non-members for reference and research. 
IOWA STATE DEPART"lENr OF HISTORY AND ARCHIVES, State Historical Building, 
East 12th arrl Grand Avenue, De.s i~oines, Iowa. 
According to the !£!!! Official Register "the chief pur:Jose of the depart-
ment is the preservation of Iowa history from earliest geological times 
through t'le days of the Indians, the. co:ning of the pioneers, to the l)resent; 
to bring t:1is history to life and make it available to the people of Iowa." 
In addition to the museum, the department has a large collection of auto-
graphed letters and papers; an historical library of books· by Iowa authors, 
books about Iowa, \listories of the counties, references for research in 
genealogy; a systematic collection of leading·daily ahd weekly newspapers 
with current newspa;)ers on. microfilm; a portrait gallery; aild a war history 
division ·•ith manuscripts, reports, offic.ial publications, enlistment records, 
and other materials ::>ertaining to Iowa 1 s participation in six great wars. 
IOliA MASONIC LIBRARY. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
This library is available to non-Masons as well as to members of the 
l>lasonic fraternity. The library includes more than 70,000 books covering many 
subjects ·with special· emomasis on history, biogral)hy, religion, and poetry. 
The library officials will answer written requests for many different kirrls 
of information often sending photostatic copies. Material may be checked 
out for a three-week period with one re.newal for a like ?eriod permitted, 
:::.SU:::Pc:.P..,LI:::;ER=S _'IH_O ~ SEARCH _FO_R Q!!!...O_F-~ ~ _ON !Qli! 
Harry S~ Friedman 
P. 0, Box 8 
White Plains, New York 10602 
·aster's 
_Box 111, Times Square Station 
,/ New York, New York 10036 . . . 
·George Pierson 
Hawkey~ Book Company 
Hutchinson, Minnesota 
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~ PERIODICALS SUGGESTED EQ!l ~ ~SE~C~OND=AR~Y SCHOOL LIBRARY 
The Annals of Iowa 
An historical quarterly over one hundred years old is now published by 
the Department of History and Archives, Included in the articles are 
reprints of historical manuscripts, Subscription is $1,00 per year, or 
$2,50 for three years. Write for subscriptions to the Annals office, Histori-
cal Building, East 12th and Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50319. 
Iowa Conservationist 
-- The Conservationist deals with conservation and outdoor recreation. A 
copy is sent free of charge to all Iowa schools. 
The Iowan 
--- Subject matter in the Iowan varies greatly--from the cultural heritage 
of the state to present day problems, The many illustrations are usually full 
color photographs, Subscription price is $7.00 per year. Published bi-
monthlY by the Sentinel Publishing Company, 118 South ELm Street, Shenandoah, 
Imia. , 
The Palimpsest 
, The Palimpsest is published monthly by the State Historical Society of 
Iowa, at Iowa City. Membership is by application and annual dues are $3.00. 
A subscription to the magazine is included with membership, 
The Presidio 
--- Published bi-monthly, the Presidio is the journalistic work of inmates 
of the Iowa State Penitentiary at Fort Hadison, Iowa. Subscriptions are 
$2.00 per year. 
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A selected bibliography, prepared by the Iowa State Traveling LibrU7, 
Des Moines, Iowa. (Reprinted by permission.) 
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